
Message from SIRIUS 26.11. 2021
We greet you children of light, we bring you peace in your hour of need, we bring you
balance of mind and heart, so you may easily balance your own energies in perfect
attunement with the harmonies of Heaven.
The system of illusions in your world is crumbling, for the light that you hold is
dismantling it from within.
Your race has always held onto the idea that you need a great leader, someone who will
be able to solve the problems of the world, and as many of you know this mentality has
brought about great disorder in your world over and over again.
Humanity has given away their power to charismatic individuals, ideas that seem
greater than one common human being, but we say it is the other way around.

You have been led to believe that the only way of solving problems in your society is by
giving your power away to the systems of control, enabling the individuals who own this
system to resolve the situations that they themselves created in the first place.
We say that you are the ones that are empowering them to bring about these
manifestations, you are the fuel that sustains the structures of power, for indeed,
you are The Power.

Now this belief system has been challenged in recent decades, for the plan that unfolds
right now has been set in motion many years ago, and we can say; all is flowing
according to the plan, ensuring the great awakening of the human race.
From the Soul’s perspective it seemed like a fun ride, but now that you are sitting in the
front seats you may have a different take on the whole situation.

We urge you to realize that all has been set for you, and you are currently moving in the
perfect flow that will ensure your ability to overcome these challenges within optimal
conditions, the only Achilles heel in the whole plan might be your perception of the
reality that you are in.

Gaia is the realm of illusions, and the situation that is being remedied right now was
caused by an overdose of false identification of Self and an even heavier dose of
manipulation and control. The beings who brought about disorder on Earth are the
masters of the great illusion.
They can not create, for they have lost their connection to Source-created energies
during their experiment of what it is like to exist separate from Source.
Now we iterate that complete separation can never be achieved in The All,
for all is one in The One, the only thing that you can do is to create the illusion of
separation.
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They have created a pocket dimension that resided within The All, where they can live
out their needs for this experiment, but in doing so they have become distorted, and
after eons beyond counting, they have completely lost their identity of Self.
They roam the cosmos seeking to consume light from beings who still hold it, for they
also need nourishment from The One in order to survive.

Since they have lost their ability to create in their detached state, they have
implemented plans to manipulate races who maintained their connection, so these
races could be the ones who can do the heavy lifting for them. They have devised
meticulous plans on how to channel the creative force of your race into manifestations
that suit their needs.
This is why we say that you are the ones that hold the Power here, and since the
awakened souls have reached critical mass in your collective, the system of control is
crumbling, for it is not real to begin with.

All their power lies in distortion and deceit, they have constructed entire empires on lies
and illusions, and now that the time of these lower density manifestations is ending,
they are crumbling for they are no longer compatible with this reality.

The best thing that you can do right now, is to hold your Light, tune into your Heart,
reconnect with your Higher Self as much as you can.
Bring in those stabilizing energies from the higher realms and anchor them in your day
to day life.
Trust the plan that you have set for yourself, trust in Truth; for God is the beginning and
end of all things.
With that we leave you children of light, be well in the light of the eternal Sun.
A’ho
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